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FEATURES

5 YEARS OF
 SOFTWARE ASSURANCE Phone support, email support, and access to new VideoManager EX releases within the 5 year period.

BODY-WORN CAMERA
MANAGEMENT

Administer your suite of body-worn cameras from VideoManager EX. This includes assigning devices 
to ensure that all recorded footage can be traced back to a specific user, and upgrading devices to the 
most recent firmware.

Customise a wide range of recording behaviour including recording alerts, video resolution and GPS.

USER MANAGEMENT

Manage and streamline your workers’ access to VideoManager EX using granular permissions, groups, 
and roles. 

Meet your organization’s security policies with comprehensive password policies, automatic account 
locking after incorrect password entries and two-factor authentication.

INCIDENTS
Group footage from body-worn cameras, in-car video systems and other imported media into evidence 
bundles. Enables you to clip and redact videos in line with evidentiary requirements, and then share or 
export.

MEDIA IMPORT
This enables one user per device licence to import external media - including PDF, MP4, JPG, and PNG 
- into VideoManager EX. You can then process, redact, and handle this media in the same manner as 
body-worn or in-car video.

MEDIA PROPERTIES Meet your organization’s media categorisation requirements with VideoManager EX’s powerful custom 
fields (including dropdowns, checkboxes, and date/time fields).

STREAMING Stream live footage from your body-worn cameras back to VideoManager EX, over WiFi.

ONSTREAM
Use VideoManager EX to serve live-streams and recordings from your body-worn cameras back to an 
ONVIF-compatible Video Management System (VMS). This enables you to view - and record - footage 
in a third-party VMS.

REPORTS Collate information about high-level system parameters - such as user behaviour, camera field trips 
and equipment availability - into one downloadable CSV file.

USER INTERFACE 
CUSTOMISATION

Integrate VideoManager EX into your organization’s brand identity with a configurable colour scheme, 
logo and default language.

VB SMARTCONTROL APP
Watch and categorize VB400 footage securely while still in the field using the VB SmartControl 
Android or iOS app. Once your VB400 is redocked, all footage is automatically offloaded to 
VideoManager EX.

CAMERA LICENSE
This license is required in order to use your VB-series camera with VideoManager EX. It also enables the following functionality:
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HQ BASE
This license enables more powerful VideoManager EX features, in addition to the functionality provided by your VB-series camera license.

FEATURES

CENTRAL VIDEOMANAGER 
EX

Enables hierarchical architecture with oversight over multiple installations: one instance of 
VideoManager EX acts as a Central VideoManager EX (which controls licensing, configuration and 
metadata) while other instances connect to it as sites.

STREAMING SERVER 
EXPORT

Use your body-worn cameras to simultaneously stream footage to a cloud VideoManager EX instance 
and download footage to an on-premises VideoManager EX instance.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT Export a VideoManager EX user list with one click, then easily modify and re-import, or quickly 
migrate to another instance.

USER IMPORT TOOL
Automatically sync your existing user database with VideoManager EX to easily manage joiners and 
leavers and ensure up-to-date user permissions. Compatible with multiple sources, including Azure 
ADTM.

COMPOSITE CLIPS Compile multiple, parallel viewpoints of an event into one video within an incident, then watch the 
clips back simultaneously.

ANTIVIRUS INTEGRATION Scan imported media for viruses in conjunction with a customer-provided OPSWATTM service.

MEDIA PREPARATIONS Redact and annotate media without adding it to an incident. This includes blurring, pixelation, 
zooming, transcribing and cropping.

ADDITIONAL LICENSES
These licenses ensure that your additional requirements are fully met.

PART CODE DESCRIPTION

VM-EPL-STORE-1TB Use VideoManager EX with customer-provided Amazon S3™ or Microsoft Azure Blob™ storage. 
Required for each TB of storage.

VM-EPL-3PVMS Enables VideoManager EX integration with third-party VMSs. Required for every site which will be 
passing streams to a third-party VMS. Not required for integration with ONVIF-compliant VMSs.
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SOFTWARE ASSURANCE
By default, every VideoManager EX license comes with 12 months of Software Assurance - this grants you access to phone/email support 
and VideoManager EX releases within that period. You can also add extra Software Assurance to your license, to ensure your organization 
always has the most up-to-date software with the newest features.

PART CODE DESCRIPTION

VM-ESA-VB-12/24M-1 Extra 12 or 24 months of Software Assurance for a VideoManager EX installation with a camera  
license.

VM-ESA-HQ-BASE-12/24M Extra 12 or 24 months of Software Assurance for a VideoManager EX installation with a HQ BASE 
license.

VM-ESA-STORE-1TB-12/24M Extra 12 or 24 months of Software Assurance for a VideoManager EX installation with a 
VM-EPL-STORE-1TB license.

VM-ESA-3PVMS-12/24M Extra 12 or 24 months of Software Assurance for a VideoManager EX installation with a 
VM-EPL-3PVMS license.
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